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1. Introduction
The formulation of compactied string theories on anti de Sitter (AdS) backgrounds
is necessary to understand the conjectured dualities with spacetime conformal eld
theories (CFT’s). Presently, calculations using the correspondence are restricted to
the supergravity limit of the string theories. This is because of the appearance of
background Ramond-Ramond elds in the string worldsheet action, which makes
understanding the worldsheet CFT’s dicult.
This problem has been partly overcome in some special cases. For example, the
Berkovits-Vafa formalism for supersymmetric quantization on R6 M (where M is
K3 or T4) [1, 2, 3] uses the following worldsheet elds. In addition to bosonic elds
xp(z, z) that contain both left- and right-moving modes, there are left-moving fermi
elds θaL(z), p
a
L(z) of spins 0 and 1, together with ghosts σL(z), ρL(z), and right-
moving counterparts of all these left-moving elds. The virtue of this formalism is
that Ramond-Ramond background elds can be incorporated without adding spin
elds to the worldsheet action. In the AdS3S3 case, after adding those backgrounds
it becomes convenient [4] to integrate out the p’s, giving a model in which the elds
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are xp, θa, θ
a
(all now with both left- and right-moving components) as well as the
ghosts. xp, θa, and θ
a
can be combined together as coordinates on a supergroup
manifold PSU(2j2).1 The model is thus a sigma model with that supergroup as a
target, coupled also to the ghosts ρ and σ. The spacetime supersymmetry group
is PSU(2j2)  PSU(2j2), acting by left and right multiplication on the PSU(2j2)
manifold, that is, by g ! agb−1 where g is a PSU(2j2)-valued eld (which combines
x, θ, and θ), and a, b 2 PSU(2j2) are the symmetry group elements.
Thus one arrives [4] at a sigma model with conventional local interactions (no
spin elds in the lagrangean) that gives a conformal eld theory description of strings
propagating on AdS3  S3, with manifest spacetime supersymmetry. This gives a
framework for studying the type IIB superstring on AdS3  S3 M , and the model
can in principle be used to go beyond the supergravity approximation and compute
the α0 expansion of correlation functions.
In this paper, we analyze the vertex operators for this model for the massless
states that are independent of the details of the compactication (including the su-
pergravity multiplet). We work to leading order in α0, but because of the high degree
of symmetry of the model, it seems very likely that the result is exact. Concretely,
we look for vertex operators that are constructed from a function of the group-valued
elds g together with the ghosts ρ, σ (but with no dependence on derivatives of the
elds). The motivation for this assumption is that it holds in the flat case, according
to [1].
The discussion is organized as follows. In section 2, we write the string con-
straints and nd an explicit description of the action of the PSU(2j2)2 generators on
the vertex operators. We construct the constraint equations for the vertex operators
in terms of these charges, by requiring the equations to be a smooth deformation
of the known flat space case and to be invariant under the AdS supersymmetry
transformations. In section 3, we discuss how the gauge transformations of the ver-
tex operator equations distinguish the physical degrees of freedom. In section 4
we evaluate the constraints, using the dierential geometry of the group manifold.
In section 5, we compute the linearized AdS supergravity equations and match the
vertex operator eld components to the supergravity elds of general relativity.
2. String constraints
Preliminaries on PSU(2j2) The bosonic part of the Lie algebra of PSU(2j2) is
the SU(2)SU(2) or SO(4) Lie algebra.2 The generators tab = −tba of SU(2)SU(2)
transform as an antisymmetric rank two tensor of SU(2)  SU(2) = SO(4). (Here
1PSU(2j2) is the projectivization of SU(2j2), obtained by dividing by its center, which is U(1).
PSU(2j2) has been called SU′(2j2) in [4].
2For AdS3S3, we really want the real form to be SU(2)SL(2,R), but for our formal discussion
we will just take the real form to be SU(2) SU(2).
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a, b = 1, . . . , 4 are vector indices of SO(4).) The fermionic generators ea and fa
transform as vectors of SO(4). The Lie superalgebra takes the form
[tab, tcd] = δac tbd + δbd tac − δad tbc − δbc tad ,
[tab, fc] = δacfb − δbcfa ,
[tab, ec] = δaceb − δbcea ,
fea, fbg = 1
2
²abcd t
cd ,
fea, ebg = ffa, fbg = 0 . (2.1)
On the PSU(2j2) manifold, we introduce bosonic and fermionic coordinates
xp, p = 1, . . . , 6 and θa, θ
a
, a = 1, . . . , 4. We write a generic PSU(2j2) element as
g = exp(θafa)h exp

θ
b
eb

, (2.2)
with h 2 SU(2) SU(2). When we want an explicit parametrization for h, we write
h = exp

1
2
σpcdxptcd

, (2.3)
where the σpcd are described in appendix A. The idea here is that in the almost flat
limit in which AdS3  S3 reduces to Minkowski space R6, the xp become standard
Minkowski coordinates. In this limit, the SU(2)  SU(2) is extended to SO(6) =
SU(4), with the p index of xp transforming as a vector of SO(6), and indices a, b, c
transforming as a positive chirality spinor of SO(6) (a, b, c transform as an SO(6)
spinor of the same chirality since we compactify the Type IIB superstring on AdS3
S3 M). We will write Ea, Fa, and Kab for the operators that represent the left
action of ea, fa, and tab on g. Very concretely, in the above coordinates,
Fa =
d
dθa
, Kab = −θa d
dθb
+ θb
d
dθa
+ tLab
Ea =
1
2
²abcd θ
b

tcdL − θc
d
dθd

+ hab
d
dθb
. (2.4)
These formulas are found by asking for Fag = fag, Eag = eag, Kabg = −tabg. Also,
we have introduced an operator tL that generates the left action of SU(2)  SU(2)
on h alone, without acting on the θ’s. We will also use an analogous tR that acts on
h alone, on the right. Explicitly
tLab g = e
θafa(−tab)h(x)eθ
a
ea , tRabg = e
θafah(x)tab e
θ
a
ea (2.5)
where
g = g(x, θ , θ) = eθ
afa e
1
2
σpcdxptcd eθ
a
ea = eθ
afa h(x) eθ
a
ea (2.6)
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In other words, in the parametrization of PSU(2j2) in terms of h, θ, and θ, tL and
tR generate the left and right SU(2) SU(2) action on h, leaving θ and θ xed.
The use of barred and unbarred indices in the above formulas is to be understood
as follows. Like any group manifold, the SO(4) manifold admits a left-invariant
vielbein and also a right-invariant vielbein. If we write m,n, p for a tangent space
index, A,B,C for a local Lorentz index in the right-invariant vielbein, and A,B,C
for a local Lorentz index in the left-invariant vielbein, then one might write the right-
and left-invariant vielbeins as eAm and e
A
m, respectively. However, because at every
point on the SO(4) manifold, there is a distinguished SO(4) subgroup of the tangent
space group SO(6) (namely the subgroup that leaves xed the given point), we use
an SO(4) notation: we write a single local Lorentz index A in the vector of SO(6)
(or second rank antisymmetric tensor of SO(4)) as ab (with antisymmetry in a and
b understood). Likewise, A is replaced by ab. The right- and left-invariant vielbeins
are then written as −σabm and σabm , respectively. SO(4) indices can be raised or lowered
as always with the invariant metric tensor δab of SO(4). In short, indices a, b, c are
local Lorentz indices for the right-invariant framing transforming as spinors of SO(6),
or vectors of SO(4); and a, b, c are the same for the left-invariant framing. In (2.4),
hab is the SO(4) group element in the vector representation. It carries one index of
each kind. It is orthogonal { that is, haa = h
−1
aa { and is acted on very simply by tL
and tR:
haa tcdL h
−1
ab = −δac δdb + δad δcb , h−1aa tcdR hab = −δ ca δdb + δda δcb . (2.7)
We call the generators of the right action of PSU(2j2) on itself Kab, Ea, and F a.
Just as above, we compute
Ea =
d
dθ
a , Kab = −θa
d
dθ
b
+ θb
d
dθ
a + tRab
F a =
1
2
²abcd θ
b

−tcdR + θc
d
dθd

+ h−1ab
d
dθb
(2.8)
from
F a g = g fa , Ea g = g ea , Kab g = g tab . (2.9)
Indices with bars are related to those without bars through the SO(4) group element
haa by
Ga = h
b
a Gb, Ga = h
−1 b
a Gb = h
b
aGb . (2.10)
One of the most important objects in PSU(2j2) group theory is the quadratic
Casimir operator faea +
1
8
²abcdt
abtcd. As an operator on the PSU(2j2) manifold, the
quadratic Casimir is a second order dierential operator (since the group generators
are rst order operators); we will call it the laplacean. The laplacean can be written
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in terms of either left or right generators as
FaEa +
1
8
²abcdK
abKcd = F aEa +
1
8
²abcdK
ab
Kcd (2.11)
= hab
d
dθa
d
dθb
+
1
8
²abcdt
ab
L t
cd
L = h
−1
ba
d
dθa
d
dθb
+
1
8
²abcdt
ab
R t
cd
R .
In verifying these formulas, one uses the fact that the SO(4) laplacean can sim-
ilarly be written in terms of left or right generators: 1
8
²abcd t
ab
L t
cd
L =
1
8
²abcd t
ab
R t
cd
R . It
follows from the action of the generators given in (2.8) that F a, Ea, Kab also obey
the PSU(2j2) commutation relations and that the laplacean (2.11) commutes with
the group generators (2.4) and (2.8).
We recall nally that PSU(2j2) has an SL(2,R) group of outer automorphisms
with E, F transforming as a doublet. In particular, the substitution
F
0
a = Ea , E
0
a = −F a , K 0ab = Kab (2.12)
leaves the laplacean and the commutation relations invariant.
Form of vertex operators We now want to construct the vertex operators for
the supergravity multiplet. In this, we are guided by comparison with the flat space
case [1, 4]. In the flat case, the supergravity vertex operators are constructed by
acting with some N = 4 generators on a spin zero eld V (x, θ, θ; ρ+ iσ, ρ+ iσ) that
is a function of these elds but not their derivatives. V also obeys certain additional
constraints.
The spin zero property is ensured by having V annihilated by the laplacean
∂p∂p. The laplacean is a second order dierential operator that is invariant under
the Poincare symmetries. The analogous invariant second order operator on the
PSU(2j2) manifold is the quadratic Casimir operator that was introduced above.
The ghost elds ρ and σ enter only in the combinations ρ + iσ and its barred
counterpart because these combinations have zero background charge and so do not
contribute to the dimension of the operator. Also, these are the combinations that
remain holomorphic after perturbing to AdS3  S3 as in [4].
Finally, the constraint equations in the flat space case, as presented in [1, 4], are
written in terms of ∂ab = σpab∂/∂xp and ra = ∂/∂θa. In the curved case, ∂ab is
deformed to Kab and ra is interpreted as Fa. To the flat space constraint equations,
we nd that we have to add lower order terms to achieve PSU(2j2) invariance.
The expansion of the vertex operator in terms of the ghost elds is
V =
1X
m,n=−1
em(iσ+ρ)+n(iσ+ρ)Vm,n(x, θ, θ) . (2.13)
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In flat space, the constraints from the left and right-moving worldsheet super Virasoro
algebras are from [4]:
(r)4V1,n = rarb∂abV1,n = 0 ,
1
6
²abcdrbrcrdV1,n = −irb ∂abV0,n ,
rarb V0,n − i
2
²abcd ∂
cd V−1,n = 0 ,
ra V−1,n = 0 ; (2.14)
r4Vn,1 = rarb∂
ab
Vn,1 = 0 ,
1
6
²abcdrbrcrdVn,1 = −irb∂
ab
Vn,0 ,
rarbVn,0 −
i
2
²abcd ∂
cd
Vn,−1 = 0 ,
ra Vn,−1 = 0 ; (2.15)
∂p∂pVm,n = 0 , (2.16)
for −1  m,n  1, with the notation ra = d/dθa, ra = d/dθa, ∂ab = −σpab ∂p. In
flat space, these equations were derived by requiring the vertex operators to satisfy
the physical state conditions
G−0 V = ~G
−
0 V = G
−
0 V =
~G
−
0 V = T0V = T 0V = 0 ,
J0V = J0V = 0 , G
+
0
~G+0 V = G
+
0
~G
+
0 V = 0 , (2.17)
where Tn, G

n ,
~Gn , Jn, J

n and corresponding barred generators are the left and right
N = 4 worldsheet superconformal generators present in the Berkovits-Vafa quanti-
zation of the type II superstring [1, 2], [4]. The conditions (2.17) further implied
Vm,n = 0 for m > 1 or n > 1 or m < 1 or n < 1, leaving nine non-zero components.
In curved space, we modify these equations as follows:
F 4V1,n = Fa FbK
abV1,n = 0 ,
1
6
²abcd Fb Fc FdV1,n = −iFbKabV0,n + 2iF aV0,n −EaV−1,n ,
Fa Fb V0,n − i
2
²abcdK
cd V−1,n = 0 ,
Fa V−1,n = 0 ; (2.18)
F
4
Vn,1 = F aF bK
ab
Vn,1 = 0 ,
1
6
²abcdF bF cF dVn,1 = −iF bKabVn,0 + 2iF aVn,0 −EaVn,−1 ,
F aF bVn,0 −
i
2
²abcdK
cd
Vn,−1 = 0 ,
F a Vn,−1 = 0 . (2.19)
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There is also a spin zero condition constructed from the laplacean:
FaEa +
1
8
²abcdK
abKcd

Vn,m =

F aEa +
1
8
²abcdK
ab
Kcd

Vn,m = 0 . (2.20)
Equations (2.18){(2.20) have been derived by deforming the corresponding equa-
tions for the flat case, which were presented above, by requiring invariance under the
PSU(2j2) transformations that we will present momentarily. For example, in the sec-
ond equation in (2.18), the terms on the right hand side that are linear in PSU(2j2)
generators are curvature corrections to the flat equations, while the quadratic and
cubic terms are present in the flat case.
The above constraint equations are invariant under the action of PSU(2j2) 
PSU(2j2), but there is a subtlety in how PSU(2j2) acts. The subtlety comes from
the unusual form of the PSU(2j2) PSU(2j2) currents found in [4] (and ultimately
from the unusual form of half of the supercharges even in the flat case in this for-
malism [1]). While F and K have natural denitions in [4], and act by the obvious
left multiplication on g while leaving invariant the ghosts, this is not true for E.
Rather, E has a term that acts naturally on g, plus corrections that are proportional
to e−ρ−iσ times F .
We have found that the following transformations generate a PSU(2j2) action
on the V ’s that commutes with the constraint equations in (2.18){(2.20):
−a Vm,n = Fa Vm,n ,
ab Vm,n = Kab Vm,n
+a V1,n = Ea V1,n ,
+a V0,n = Ea V0,n + iFaV1,n ,
+a V−1,n = Ea V−1,n − iFaV0,n . (2.21)
(In a hopefully obvious notation, we write ab for the variation of the vertex operator
generated by tab and 

a for the variations generated by ea and fa.) These formulas
are the standard PSU(2j2) generators on the Vm,n, except that to E we have added
a multiple of F times a \raising" operator on the m index. This is suggested by
the form of the supercharges qa in [4]. The constraint equations in (2.18){(2.20)
were determined by being invariant under the deformed PSU(2j2) generators. This
uniquely xed all the \lower order terms" that were not present in the flat case.
It would be desirable to derive (2.18){(2.20) directly by constructing the constraint
operators and their action on vertex functions exactly, or at least perturbatively in
α0. However, the uniqueness gives us condence in the formulas.
3. Gauge transformations
The constraint equations for the vertex operators are also invariant under gauge
transformations. We use these to identify the physical degrees of freedom of the
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vertex operator (2.13) as follows. Useful gauge symmetries of the flat space equations
are
δV = G+0  +
~G+0
~ +G
+
0  +
~G0
+
~ , δV = ~G+0
~G−0 ~G
+
0
~G−0 Ω (3.1)
with (sum on n = −1, 0, 1)
 = eiσ+2ρ+n(iσ+ρ) λn(x, θ, θ)  = e
iσ+2ρ+n(iσ+ρ) λn(x, θ, θ)
~ = e−ρ−iHc+n(iσ+ρ) ~λn(x, θ, θ) ~ = e−ρ−iHc+n(iσ+ρ) ~λn(x, θ, θ) ,
where the gauge parameters ,~ are annihilated by G
+
0
~G
+
0 , the gauge parameters ,
~
are annihilated by G+0
~G+0 , all ,
~,, ~ are annihilated byT0, T 0, G
−
0 ,
~G−0 , G
−
0 ,
~G
−
0 ,
and Ω is annihilated by T0, T 0. The currents e
−iHc , e−iHc are related to the N = 4
currents J−(z) = e−ρ−iσe−iHc , J
−
(z) = e−ρ−iσe−iHc . Since fermionic conformal elds
do not commute, i.e. eiσ(z) eρ(ζ)  −eρ(ζ) eiσ(z), the notation is dened as eiσ+ρ 
eiσ eρ, etc.
Using the transformations (3.1) one can gauge x to zero the vertex operators
V−1,1, V1,−1, V0,−1, V−1,0, V−1,−1, and therefore they do not correspond to propagating
degrees of freedom. Furthermore this gauge symmetry can be used both to set to
zero the components of V1,1 with no θ’s or no θ’s, and to gauge x all components of
V0,1, V1,0, V0,0 that are independent of those of V1,1. The physical degrees of freedom
are thus described by a supereld [4]
V1,1 = θ
aθ
a
V −−aa + θ
aθbθ
a
σmabξ
−
ma + θ
aθ
a
θ
b
σm
ab
ξ−ma +
+ θaθbθ
a
θ
b
σmabσ
n
ab
(gmn + bmn + gmnφ) + θ
a(θ
3
)aA
−+a
a + (θ
3)aθ
a
A+− aa +
+ θaθb(θ
3
)aσ
m
abχ
+a
m + (θ
3)aθ
a
θ
b
σm
ab
χ+ am + (θ
3)a(θ
3
)aF
++aa . (3.2)
This has the eld content of D = 6, N = (2, 0) supergravity with one super-
gravity and one tensor multiplet [5]. As explained in [4], in flat space, the surviving
constraint equations in the set (2.14){(2.16) imply that the component elds  are
all on shell massless elds, that is
P6
m=1 ∂
m∂m = 0 and in addition
∂mgmn = −∂nφ ,
∂mbmn = 0 ,
∂mχbm = ∂
mχbm = 0 ,
∂abχ
b
m = ∂abχ
b
m = 0 ,
∂cbF
ba = ∂cbF
ba = 0 , (3.3)
where
F+−aa = ∂abA+−a
b
, χ−am = ∂
abξ−mb ,
F−+aa = ∂abA−+ab , χ
−a
m = ∂
abξ
−
mb .
F−−aa = ∂ab∂abV −−
bb
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The equations of motion (3.3) for the flat space vertex operator component elds
describe D = 6, N = (2, 0) supergravity expanded around the six-dimensional
Minkowski metric.
In AdS3S3 space there are corresponding gauge transformations which reduce
the number of degrees of freedom to those in (3.2), but the laplacean must be replaced
by the AdS laplacean, and the constraints are likewise deformed. In section 4, we
focus on the vertex operator V11 that carries the physical degrees of freedom. We de-
rive the conditions on its eld components that follow from the AdS vertex operator
constraint equations (2.18){(2.20) , and give their residual gauge invariances explic-
itly. In section 5, we show these conditions are equivalent to the D = 6, N = (2, 0)
linearized supergravity equations expanded around the AdS3  S3 metric.
4. String equations for AdS vertex operator field components
Acting on the supereld in (3.2), the AdS supersymmetric constraints (2.18){(2.20)
imply
Fa FbK
abV1,1 = 0 ,
F aF bK
ab
V1,1 = 0 (4.1)
FaEa +
1
8
²abcdK
abKcd

V1,1 =

F aEa +
1
8
²abcdK
ab
Kcd

V1,1 = 0 . (4.2)
For the bosonic eld components of the vertex operators, the zero laplacean
condition (4.2) requires that
¤hga V −−ag = −4 σmab σngh δbh hgaGmn (4.3)
¤hga hhb σ
m
ab σ
n
ghGmn =
1
4
²abce²fghk δ
ch hfa h
g
b
F++ek (4.4)
¤h ag F++ag = 0 ,
¤h ag A−+ga = 0 ,
¤hgaA+−ag = 0 (4.5)
and (4.1) results in
²eacd t
cd
L h
b
aA
+−a
b = 0 , ²ebcd t
cd
R h
a
a A
−+b
a = 0 , (4.6)
²eacd t
cd
L h
a
b F
++ab = 0 , ²ebcd t
cd
R h
a
a F
++ab = 0 , (4.7)
tabL h
g
a h
h
b
σmab σ
n
ghGmn = 0 , t
ab
R h
g
a h
h
b σ
m
gh
σn
ab
Gmn = 0 . (4.8)
We have used (2.10) to relate barred and unbarred indices. We have expanded
Gmn = gmn + bmn + gmnφ. The SO(4) laplacean is ¤  18²abcd tabL tcdL = 18²abcd tabR tcdR .
From identities such as 1
2
²deab ( t
cd
L t
ab
L + t
ab
L t
cd
L ) = −14 δce ²abfg tabL tfgL we nd that (4.5)
follows from (4.6) and (4.7).
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In order to compare this with supergravity, we want to reexpress the above for-
mulas in terms of covariant derivatives Dp on the group manifold. We will, however,
write everything in terms of right- or left-invariant vielbeins described in section 2
and appendix B. So we write
T cdL  −σp cdDp , T cdR  σp cdDp . (4.9)
We also have corresponding objects tcdL = −σp cdD0p, tcdR = σp cdD00p , where (in contrast
to Dp which is the covariant derivative with the Levi-Civita connection) D
0 and D00
are covariant derivatives dened such that right- or left-invariant vector elds are
covariantly constant. Acting on a function, TL = tL and TR = tR, since both just act
geometrically. But they dier in acting on elds that carry spinor or vector indices.
For example, on spinor indices,
tabL Ve = T abL Ve +
1
2
δae δ
bcVc − 1
2
δbe δ
acVc (4.10)
so that the invariant derivatives on the SO(4) group manifold satisfy
tcdL σ
n
effn(x)  T cdL σnef fn(x) +
1
2
f ghcdef σ
n
ghfn(x) ,
tcdR σ
n
ef
fn(x)  T cdR σneffn(x)−
1
2
f cdgh
ef
σn
gh
fn(x) , (4.11)
where the SO(4) structure constants from (2.1) are
f ghcdef =
1
2
h
δgcδhe δ
d
f − δgdδhe δcf − δhcδgeδdf + δhdδgeδcf − (e$ f)
i
. (4.12)
These denitions of the invariant derivatives are, for example, compatible with
1
8
²abcd t
ab
L t
cd
L σ
n
ef fn(x) =
1
8
²abcd t
ab
R t
cd
R σ
n
ef fn(x) . (4.13)
For a more detailed discussion, see appendix B.
4.1 Gauge conditions
We show that the constraints on the vertex operators (4.3){(4.8) are identical to
those of AdS supergravity as follows. Using
tabL h
g
a h
h
b
σmab σ
n
ghGmn = (t
ab
L h
g
a )h
h
b
σmab σ
n
ghGmn +
+ hga (t
ab
L h
h
b
)σmab σ
n
ghGmn + h
g
a h
h
b
(tabL σ
m
ab σ
n
ghGmn)
and (2.7), we nd that (4.8) are gauge conditions on the string elds:
Dpgps = −Dsφ− 1
2
(σmσsσ
n)ab δ
ab bmn = D
pgsp , D
pbps = 0 = D
pbsp . (4.14)
This is the curved space analog of the flat space conditions ∂pgps = −∂sφ, ∂pbps = 0.
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The string equations (4.3){(4.8) are invariant under the residual gauge transforma-
tions which transform Gmn:
4gps = 1
2
(Dpξs +Dsξp) ,
4bps = 1
2
(Dpηs −Dsηp) + 1
2
(σpσsσq)abδ
abξq ,
4φ = 0 ,
4V −−ag =
1
2
²abcd t
cd
L 
b
g +
1
2
h ag ²abcd t
cd
R
b
a , (4.15)
where the gauge parameters ξm, ηm satisfy
DpDpξm + (σ
pσmσ
n)abδ
abDpηn +Rmpξ
p = 0 ,
DpDpηm + (σ
pσmσ
n)abδ
abDpξn +Rmpη
p = 0 ,
Dmξm = D
mηm = 0 ,
V −−ag transforms with gauge parameters
¤ba = 4hbbσmba(ξm + ηm) , ¤
b
a = −4hbbσmab (ξm − ηm)
and the AdS3  S3 Ricci tensor Rrp is
Rrp  −1
2
σabr σ
cd
p δacδbd . (4.16)
The other string elds are invariant. There are additional independent gauge
symmetries which transform A+−ba , A
−+b
a , but leave invariant F
+−ab, F−+ab dened in
section 4.3. For AdS3S3 we can write the Riemann tensor and the metric tensor as
Rmnpτ =
1
4
(
gmτRnp + gnpRmτ − gnτRmp − gmpRnτ

,
gmn =
1
2
σabm σn ab . (4.17)
4.2 Metric, dilaton, and two-form
We nd from the string constraint (4.4) that the six-dimensional metric eld grs, the
dilaton φ, and the two-form brs satisfy
1
2
DpDpbrs = −1
2
(σrσ
pσq)abδ
abDp [ gqs + gqsφ ] +
1
2
(σsσ
pσq)abδ
abDp [ gqr + gqrφ ]−
−Rτrsλ bτλ − 1
2
R
τ
r bτs −
1
2
R
τ
s brτ +
1
4
F++ghasy σ
ab
r σ
ef
s δahδbeδgf (4.18)
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and
1
2
DpDp ( grs + grsφ ) = −
1
2
(σrσ
pσq)abδ
abDpbqs +
1
2
(σsσ
pσq)abδ
abDpbrq −
−Rτrsλ ( gτλ + gτλφ ) − 1
2
R
τ
r ( gτs + gτsφ )−
− 1
2
R
τ
s ( grτ + grτφ ) +
1
4
F++ghsym σrgaσshb δ
ab . (4.19)
This is the curved space version of the flat space zero laplacean condition ∂p∂pbrs =
∂p∂pgrs = ∂
p∂pφ = 0 from (3.3).
4.3 Self-dual tensors and scalars
Four self-dual tensor and scalar pairs come from the string bispinor elds F++ab,
V −−ab , A
+−a
b , A
−+b
a . From (4.7), we have
σpdaDp F
++ab
asy = 0 (4.20)
1
4
[δBa σrgaDr F
++gH
sym − δHa σrgaDr F++gBsym ] = −
1
4
²BHcd F
++cd
asy . (4.21)
From (4.3), we nd
1
2
DpDp V
−−
cd −
1
2
δghσpchDp V
−−
gd +
1
2
δghσpdhDp V
−−
cg +
1
4
² ghcd V
−−
gh − 4 σmce σndf δef Gmn .
(4.22)
The string constraints (4.6) can be written as
²eacd t
cd
L h
a
b F
+−ab = 0 ²ebcd t
cd
R h
a
a F
+−ab = 0
²eacd t
cd
L h
a
b F
−+ab = 0 ²ebcd t
cd
R h
a
a F
−+ab = 0 , (4.23)
where
F+−aa  δabA+−a
b
+ tabR A
+−a
b
F−+aa  δabA−+ab + tabL A−+ab ,
which is similar to the form of (4.7), so F+−ab and F−+ab also satisfy equations of
the form (4.20), (4.21).
4.4 Gravitinos and spinors
Independent conditions on the fermion elds from (4.1), (4.2) are
¤h ga σmab ξ
−
mg = −σmgh ²edab h ha δgd χ+em
¤hga σmab ξ
−
mg = −σmgh ²edab hha δgd χ+em
t abL h
g
a σ
m
ab ξ
−
mg = 0 , t
ab
R h
g
a σ
m
ab
ξ−mg = 0
t abL σ
m
ab h
a
g χ
+ g
m = 0 , t
ab
R σ
m
ab
hag χ
+ g
m = 0
²deab t
ab
L h
g
a h
h
b
σmgh χ
+ e
m = 0 , ²deab t
ab
R h
g
a h
h
b σ
m
gh
χ+ em = 0 . (4.24)
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5. D = 6, N = (2, 0) supergravity on AdS3  S3
In this section we show that the string constraints described in section 5, which were
derived from the AdS3S3 supersymmetric vertex operator equations (2.18){(2.20),
are equivalent to the supergravity equations for the supergravity multiplet and one
tensor multiplet of D = 6, N = (2, 0) supergravity expanded around the AdS3  S3
metric and a self-dual three-form. We give the identication of the string vertex
operator components in terms of the supergravity elds.
In flat space, the vertex operator eld components can be described by repre-
sentations of the D = 6 little group SO(4). The supergravity multiplet is (3, 3) +
5(3, 1) + 4(3, 2) and the tensor multiplet is (1, 3) + 5(1, 1) + 4(1, 2). Here (3, 3)
is the graviton eld gmn, the oscillation around the flat metric; the two-form bmn
has SO(4) spin content (1, 3) + (3, 1); and the dilaton φ is (1, 1). The bispinor elds
F++ab, V −−ab , A
+−a
b , A
−+b
a represent four self-dual tensors (3, 1) and four scalars (1, 1).
The four gravitinos 4(3, 2) and four spinors 4(1, 2) are labelled by χ+am , χ
+a
m , ξ
−
ma,
ξ
−
ma.
In AdS3  S3 space, the number of physical degrees of freedom in the vertex
operator (2.13) remains the same as in the flat case, but the eld gmn is now re-
lated to the oscillation around the AdS3  S3 metric. For this metric to be a so-
lution of the supergravity equations [5], there must be also either a non-vanishing
(real) self-dual tensor eld or a non-vanishing (real) anti-self-dual tensor eld. Ex-
panding around this classical solution, we will nd that we need to choose one
of the real self-dual tensor elds to be non-vanishing at zeroeth order, to be able
to identify these linearized supergravity equations with the constraints of the
string model.
We will see that the two-form bmn is a linear combination of all the oscilla-
tions corresponding to the ve self-dual tensor elds and the anti-self-dual tensor
eld, including the oscillation with non-vanishing background. In flat space, bmn
corresponds to a state in the Neveu-Schwarz sector. In our curved space case,
the string model describes vertex operators for AdS3 background with Ramond-
Ramond flux. When matching the vertex operator component elds with the su-
pergravity oscillations, we nd that not only the bispinor V −−ab (which is a Ramond-
Ramond eld in the flat space case), but also the tensor bmn include supergravity
oscillations with non-vanishing self-dual background. We use the Romans’ vari-
ables [5] to describe the AdS supergravity equations, where the three-form eld
strengths are labelled by one anti-self-dual Kmnp and ve self-dual H
i
mnp elds.
Our procedure will be to start in this section with the supergravity equations, and
rewrite them as equations for the eld combinations that occur in the string the-
ory vertex operators. We then show that these equations are equivalent to the
string constraint equations (4.3){(4.8). We list the eld identications at the end of
this section.
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In the bosonic sector, the supergravity equations are
DpDpφ
i =
2
3
H imnpK
mnp
H imnp =
1
6
e qrsmnp H
i
qrs ,
Kmnp = −1
6
e qrsmnp Kqrs
Rmn = −H impqH ipqn −KmpqKpqn −DmφiDnφi , (5.1)
where emnpqrs  1p−g˜ ~gmm′    ~gss′²m
′n′p′q′r′s′ for a metric ~g, and ²123456 = 1, 1  i  5.
The string vertex operator components are related to the supergravity fluctua-
tions around the AdS3  S3 metric gmn and the three-form eld strength H impq =
δi1H
1
mpq, where H
1
mpq =
1
2
(σmσpσq)abδ
ab, and gmn is given in (4.17). As in [6], we can
parametrize these fluctuations as
~gmn = gmn + hmn , H
i
mpq = H
i
mpq + g
i
mpq , Kmpq = g
6
mpq +H
j
mpqφ
j , (5.2)
where we label the scalar fluctuations by φi since they have vanishing background.
The anti-self-dual tensor Kmpq also has vanishing background, but is parametrized
as above so that the fluctuations gimpq and g
6
mpq are exact three-forms [5].
The linearized supergravity equations are given by
DpDpφ
i =
2
3
H
i
prs g
6prs (5.3)
and
1
2
DpDp hrs − Rτrsλ hτλ + 1
2
R
τ
r hτs +
1
2
R
τ
s hτr−
− 1
2
DsD
phpr − 1
2
DsD
phpr +
1
2
DrDsh
p
p = −H i pqr gispq −Hi pqs girpq +
+2hptH
i q
rp H
i
stq (5.4)
and
DpHprs = −2HiprsDpφi +
+Bi

−H i pqr Dp hqs +H i pqs Dp hqr +H i qrs Dphpq −
1
2
H
i q
rs Dqh
p
p

(5.5)
where we have dened Hprs  g6prs + Bi giprs as a combination of the supergravity
exact forms g6  db6, gi  dbi, since we will equate this with the string eld strength
H = db. For the moment we let Bi be arbitrary constants. In zeroeth order, the
equations are Rrs = −H irpqHi pqs .
Eq. (5.5) follows from the rst order linearized duality equations
1
6
e qrsmnp g
6
qrs = −g6mnp − 2φiH imnp
1
6
e qrsmnp g
i
qrs = g
i
mnp +H
i
mpq h
q
n −Hinpq h qm −Himnq h qp +
1
2
H
i
mnph
q
q (5.6)
with emnpqrs  1p−g gmm′ . . . gss′²m
′n′p′q′r′s′. We note that the fluctuations g6mnp, g
i
mnp
although exact, do not have denite duality due the presence of the metric.
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To equate the supergravity equations (5.3){(5.5) with the string constraints of
section 4, we remember that the constraints hold for the string eld combination
Gmn  gmn + bmn + gmnφ. To put (5.5) and (5.4) in a similar form, and using
Hprs  ∂pbrs + ∂rbsp + ∂sbpr, we rewrite them as
1
2
DpDpbrs = −H1prsDpφ1 −H1 pqr

1
2
B1Dp hqs

+H
1 pq
s

1
2
B1Dp hqr

+
+
1
2
B1

H
1 q
rs D
phpq− 1
2
H
1 q
rs Dqh
p
p

+Rτrsλb
τλ− 1
2
R
τ
r bτs−
1
2
R
τ
s brτ +
+
1
2
DrD
pbps +
1
2
DsD
pbrp (5.7)
1
2
DpDp hrs = −H1 pqr

2
B1
Dpbqs

+H
1 pq
s

2
B1
Dpbrq

+
−H1 pqr
1
B1
−g6spq −BIgIspq−H1 pqs 1B1
−g6rpq − BIgIrpq+
+2hptH
1 q
rp H
1
stq +Rτrsλ h
τλ − 1
2
R
τ
r hτs −
1
2
R
τ
s hrτ +
+
1
2
DrD
phps +
1
2
DsD
phrp − 1
2
DsDrh
p
p −
−DrH1 pqs
1
B1
bpq −DsH1 pqr
1
B1
bpq , where 2  I  5. (5.8)
The string graviton eld grs is chosen to be traceless and can be written in terms
of the supergravity elds as
grs = hrs − 1
6
grs h
λ
λ . (5.9)
Using (5.9) and the gauge conditions (4.14), we nd (5.7) and (5.8) to be
1
2
DpDpbrs = −H1 pqr Dp

gqs + gqsφ

+H
1 pq
s Dp

gqr + gqrφ
−
−Rτrsλ bτλ − 1
2
R
τ
r bτs −
1
2
R
τ
s brτ +
+H
1
prsD
p
−φ1 − 3φ , (5.10)
1
2
DpDp (grs + grsφ) = −H1 pqr Dpbqs +H1 pqs Dpbrq + 2(gpt + gptφ)H1 qrp H1stq +
+Rτrsλ (g
τλ + gτλφ)− 1
2
R
τ
r (gτs + gτsφ)−
−1
2
R
τ
s (grτ + grτφ)−DrDsφ−
1
3
DrDsh
λ
λ +
+Rrs

−1
3
hλλ + φ
1 + 2φ

−
−grsDpDp

1
12
hλλ −
1
4
φ1 − 1
2
φ

+
+H
1 pq
r
1
2
[BIgIspq] +H
1 pq
s
1
2
[BIgIrpq] , (5.11)
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where we have used (5.3) and let B1 = 2. Note that −1
2
H
1 q
rs (σmσ
qσn)abδ
ab bmn =
−2Rτrsλ bτλ. As discussed below, we make the eld identications:
1
4
F++ghasy σ
ab
r σ
ef
s δahδbeδgf  H1prsDp[−φ1 − 3φ] (5.12)
1
4
F++ghsym σrgaσshb δ
ab  H1 pqr
1
2
[BIgIspq] +H
1 pq
s
1
2
[BIgIrpq]−
−DrDsφ − 1
3
DrDsh
λ
λ +Rrs

−1
3
hλλ + φ
1 + 2φ

−
− grsDpDp

1
12
hλλ −
1
4
φ1 − 1
2
φ

. (5.13)
These identications are appropriate for the following reasons. From the trace of
(5.13), 0 = DpDp [ 2φ− 56 hλλ + 32φ1 ], and the trace of (5.8)
DpDp

5
6
hλλ + φ−
1
2
φ1

= 0 , (5.14)
we nd
DpDp [−φ1 − 3φ] = 0 . (5.15)
Eq. (5.15), derived here from the supergravity equations, is also the string equa-
tion (4.20) for F++abasy derived in section 4 when F
++ab
asy is defined by (5.12).
To make contact with the string equation (4.21) for F++absym , we multiply (5.13)
by σs HBDr, so that
1
4

δBa σrgaDr F
++gH
sym − δHa σrgaDr F++gBsym

= −1
2
²HB cd σ
r cdDr[φ
1 + 3φ]
= −1
4
²BH cd F
++cd
asy , (5.16)
where we have used the equations of motion DpgIpqs = 0, 2  I  5. From (5.3), the
equations for the scalars are
DpDpφ
I = 0 , 2  I  5
DpDp φ
1 =
2
3
H
1prs
Hprs + 2Rrp g
rp . (5.17)
From (5.14) and (5.17) we make the eld identication between the string dilaton
eld φ and the supergravity scalars hλλ, φ
i:
φ  1
2
φ1 − 5
6
hλλ + C
IφI . (5.18)
Note that for AdS3  S3 we have
2(gpt + gptφ)H
1 q
rp H
1
stq = −2Rτrsλ(gτλ + gτλφ) . (5.19)
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With these eld identications, we can combine (5.10) and (5.11) to nd from the
supergravity that
1
2
DpDpGrs = −H1 pqr DpGqs +H1 pqs DpGrq −
−RτrsλGτλ − 1
2
R
τ
r Gτs −
1
2
R
τ
s Grτ +
+
1
4
F++ghasy σ
ab
r σ
ef
s δahδbeδgf +
+
1
4
F++ghsym σrgaσshb δ
ab , (5.20)
which is the zero laplacean string conditions (4.18), (4.19).
For the string constraints on V −−ab , we have from the trace of (4.22)
8Rmn g
mn =
1
2
DpDp δ
cd V −−cd +D
mσmab δ
acδbd V −−cd , (5.21)
and acting on (4.22) with (σrcdDr− δcd) and using the supergravity equations (5.17)
we nd
−8φ1 + 8CI−−φI = σncdDn V −−cd − 2 δcd V −−cd . (5.22)
From (4.22) and the second order equation for giqrs which follows from (5.6), one
can show that ( σmac σnbdDmDn V
−−
cd )sym involves a combination of the supergravity
elds (σpσmσn)
ab g1pmn and (σpσmσn)
abBI−−g
I
pmn.
To summarize the vertex operator components in terms of the supergravity elds
giprs, g
6
prs, hrs, φ
i , 1  i  5, (and 2  I  5 below):
Hprs  g6prs + 2 g1prs +BI gIprs (5.23)
grs  hrs − 1
6
grs h
λ
λ (5.24)
φ = −1
3
hλλ (5.25)
F++absym =
2
3
(σpσrσs)
abBI gIprs + δ
ab φ++
F++abasy = σ
p abDp φ
++
φ++ = 4CI φI , (5.26)
which follows from choosing the graviton trace hλλ to satisfy φ
1 − hλλ  −2CIφI .
This plays the role of the harmonic coordinate condition which occurs in flat space
string amplitudes.
The combinations CIφI and BIgIprs reflect the SO(4)R symmetry of the D =
6, N = (2, 0) theory on AdS3  S3. We relabel CI = CI++, BI = BI++. To dene
the remaining string components in terms of supergravity elds, we consider linearly
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independent quantities CI` φ
I , BI` g
I
prs, ` = ++,+−,−+,−−.
F+−absym =
2
3
(σpσrσs)
abBI+− g
I
prs + δ
ab φ+−
F+−abasy = σ
p abDp φ
+−
φ+− = 4CI+− φ
I
F−+absym =
2
3
(σpσrσs)
abBI−+ g
I
prs + δ
ab φ−+
F−+abasy = σ
p abDp φ
−+
φ−+ = 4CI−+ φ
I (5.27)
V −−ab is given in terms of the fourth tensor/scalar pair C
I
−− φ
I , BI−−g
I
mnp through
DpDp V
−−
cd − δghσpchDp V −−gd + δghσpdhDp V −−cg +
1
2
² ghcd V
−−
gh = −8σmce σndf δef Gmn .
(5.28)
The fermion constraints in (4.24) imply the linearized AdS supergravity equa-
tions for the gravitinos and spinors, due to the above correspondence for the bosons
and the supersymmetry of the two theories.
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A. Sigma matrices
The sigma matrices σmab [4, 7] satisfy the algebra
σmabσnac + σ
nabσmac = η
mnδbc (A.1)
in flat space, where ηmn is the six-dimensional Minkowski metric, and 1  a  4.
Sigma matrices with lowered indices are dened by σmab =
1
2
²abcdσ
mcd, although for
other quantities indices are raised and lowered with δab, so we distinguish σmab from
δac δbd σ
mcd. The following identities are useful
σmabσncd ηmn = δ
a
c δ
b
d − δadδbc , σmabσncd ηmn = ²abcd . (A.2)
Also (A.1) and (A.2) hold in curved space with ηmn replaced by the AdS3S3 metric
gmn. Then g
mn = 1
2
σmabσnab as in (4.17).
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The product of sigma matrices hGmnpi  (σmσnσp)ab δab is self-dual. Similarly
(σmσnσp)
ab δab is anti-self-dual. The sigma matrices σ
mab describe the coupling of
two 4’s to a 6 of SU(4). They are SU(4) singlets, whereas δab, though an SO(4)
singlet, transforms in the symmetric second rank tensor 10 of SU(4). From the
group theory properties of the sigma matrices, we see that hGmnpi is a 10 of SU(4),
so the product of the two self-dual tensors, which is a singlet of SU(4), must be zero
hGmnpihGmnpi = 0, since 10  10 = 200 + 35 + 45 does not contain a singlet. This
is consistent with the general identities [5] that
X np[m Yr]np = 0 = X
mnp Ymnp , (A.3)
when the tensors X, Y are both self-dual (or both anti-self-dual); and
X np(mZr)np =
1
6
gmrX
npsZnps , (A.4)
for X,Z of opposite duality.
B. Covariant derivatives on a group manifold
On a group manifold, there is always a right-invariant vielbein and a left-invariant
vielbein; for the SO(4) case, we write them as
emab = −σmab (B.1)
and
emab = σmab (B.2)
respectively. The vielbein obeys
emab ecdm = ²
abcd , emab encd ²abcd = 4 g
mn . (B.3)
Using the right-invariant vielbein, the covariant derivative on the group manifold
can be conveniently written
DmVgh = ∂mVgh − 1
4
f cdgh ef e
ef
m Vcd (B.4)
for Vgh antisymmetric in g, h. Here by f we mean the structure constants f
A
BC , with
A,B, and C being Lie algebra indices, but for the group SO(4), the Lie algebra is the
second rank antisymmetric tensor representation, and we write a Lie algebra index
as a pair ab with antisymmetry understood. It is convenient to refer the covariant
derivative to the right-invariant vielbein, dening T abL = emabDm. Similarly, we dene
T abR = emabDm, using the left-invariant vielbein.
It is also convenient to let tL be a covariant derivative that is dened by using
the right-invariant vielbein and setting the spin connection to zero; likewise, tR is
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a covariant derivative dened using the left-invariant vielbein and setting the spin
connection to zero. Thus, tL and tR are the covariant derivatives dened using the
right- and left-invariant framings of the group manifold.
From the above formulas, one can deduce the relation between tL and TL. On a
Lie algebra valued eld Vgh (= −Vhg) we have
tabL Vgh = T abL Vgh +
1
2
f cdabgh Vcd . (B.5)
From this, we can deduce that on a spinor eld the relation is
tabL Vg = T abL Vg +
1
2
δag δ
bcVc − 1
2
δbg δ
acVc (B.6)
and on a eld with two pairs of anti-symmetric indices it is
tabL Vgh jk = T abL Vgh jk +
1
2
f cdabgh Vcd jk +
1
2
f cdabjk Vgh cd . (B.7)
The above formulas have obvious counterparts for tR and TR.
It is convenient, as in the case of the sigma matrices, to raise and lower the
index pairs on the structure constants with ²abcd, so
1
2
²abeff
cdab
gh = f
cd
gh ef . Otherwise
indices are raised and lowered with δab.
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